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SUMMARY

Environmental stressors such as repeated social defeatmay initiate powerful acti-
vation of subconscious parts of the brain. Here, we examine the consequences of
such stress (induced by resident-intruder paradigm) on the pituitary gland. In
male stressed vs. control rats, by RNA- and bisulfite DNA sequencing, we found
regulation of genes involved in neuron morphogenesis and communication.
Among these, Neuronal cell adhesion molecule (Nrcam) showed reduced tran-
scription and reduced DNA methylation in a region corresponding to intron 1 in
human NRCAM. Also, genetic variability in this area was associated with altered
stress response in male humans exposed to repeated social defeat in the form of
abusive supervision. Thus, our data show that the pituitary gene expression may
be affected by social stress and that genetic variability inNRCAM intron 1 region
influences stress-induced negative emotions. We hope our shared datasets will
facilitate further exploration of the motions triggered by social stressors.

INTRODUCTION

Previous findings suggest that environmental stressors, such as repeated social defeat (Jacobsen et al.,

2020; Rajalingam et al., 2020), may be associated with fear and behavioral alterations (McKim et al.,

2018; Wohleb et al., 2014). For example, repeated social defeat in social mammals triggers activation of

subconscious parts of the brain, which in turn promotes nervousness (Rajalingam et al., 2021; Wohleb

et al., 2014). In rats, exposure to social stress may be seen as momentary submissive supine posture, freeze

or flight, and later vulnerability toward cued fear memory dysfunction (Mancini et al., 2021). In humans, the

changes may be manifested as ‘‘negative affect’’, i.e. being afraid, nervous, upset, hostile, or ashamed

(Thompson, 2007).

We have recently demonstrated that repeated social defeat (the resident-intruder paradigm) is a strong

stressor that may induce behavioral changes associated with reduced weight gain and increased impul-

sivity or locomotion 24 h after the last experience of social defeat in rats (Jacobsen et al., 2020; Rajalingam

et al., 2020). A correlation between reduced social behavior and increased plasma (nor)epinephrine in an-

imals exposed to social stress has also been observed (Rajalingam et al., 2021). Thus, it seems plausible that

such social stressors, i.e., the asymmetry of power (Rajalingam et al., 2020), may trigger long-term changes

in the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis and subsequent stress-related biological processes

underlying fear and nervousness (Smith and Vale, 2006).

At the cellular level in mice, repeated social defeat may lead to changes in both mRNA expression levels

(Bagot et al., 2015; Bondar et al., 2018) and DNA methylation patterns (Hing et al., 2018) in several brain

areas, including the hippocampus and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC). Also, earlier data show that

repeated social defeat triggers downregulation of genes involved in axonal guidance, cell adhesion,

and neuroplasticity—in the mPFC—which in turn may induce a depressive-like state (Bondar et al., 2018;

Pizarro et al., 2004). This indicates that complex neuronal biological processes in rodents may be activated

by such strong social stressors.

In addition, several lines of evidence from human studies show that psychosocial stressors increase the risk

of mental distress (Huang et al., 2019; Mitchell and Ambrose, 2007; Nielsen et al., 2017) and a variety of
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Figure 1. Repeated social defeat alters pituitary gene expression

(A) Experimental set-up of the resident-intruder paradigm; male Sprague Dawley test rats were exposed to repeated social stress by dominant Long Evans

rats for 1 h each day for seven consecutive days (n = 10). Sprague Dawley test rats not exposed to stress were used as controls (n = 10). Pituitary tissue was

harvested 24 h after last stress exposure.

(B) Principal component analysis (PCA)-plot including all detected genes by RNA sequencing in pituitary tissue harvested after 7 days of daily social defeat.

The main driver of variance was growth hormone (ENSRNOT00000015818.5), followed by prolactin (ENSRNOT00000023412.4) and adrenocorticotropic

hormone (ENSRNOT00000016976.7).

(C) The number of significantly regulated genes in pituitary from stressed versus control rats (105 up, 212 down, q % 0.05).

(D) Top 5 upregulated and top 5 downregulated transcripts, scored by fold-change (b-value), mean G SEM. (E) Top 20 differentially expressed transcripts,

scored by significance (q-value). Data are related to Data S1.
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health complaints (Glambek et al., 2018; Rajalingam et al., 2019; Sannes et al., 2021). Thus, persistent stress

exposure, in particular where the power imbalance is an essential aspect (Tepper, 2000), may support anx-

iety and negative affect (Vie et al., 2012). One important stressor that may affect mental health is exposure

to abusive supervision, i.e., non-physical hostile behaviors, such as uncontrolled outbursts, inappropriate

blaming, and public ridicule, from supervisors directed at subordinates (Huang et al., 2019; Tepper, 2000).

As for specific mental health problems, exposure to abusive supervision has been linked to symptoms of

mental distress, including depression and self-regulation impairment, for review see (Tepper et al., 2017).

Stress-induced behavioral responses may be associated with activation of the limbic system, the periaque-

ductal gray, and the hypothalamus (Harper et al., 2018; Herman et al., 2005). Furthermore, evidence exists

that social stress in rodents, as well as in humans, may affect gene expression and methylation of hippo-

campus (Zhang et al., 2013). Therefore, such changes in the pituitary triggered by strong social stressors

like abusive supervision seem also likely. However, hypothesis-free research addressing the association

between social stress, pituitary (epi)genetics and emotions, is lacking. Hence, the effect of social stress

on pituitary gene expression or methylation—and the possible link between social stress and negative

affect—was explored in the present paper.

First, pituitary tissue from stressed rats (resident-intruder stress paradigm) was analyzed to determine

global pituitary RNA expression and pituitary genomic levels of DNA methylation, i.e., 5- methylcytosine

(5mC). Next, the association between abusive supervision, genetics, and negative affect was examined

with special focus on genetic variability. The aim of the study was to provide new knowledge about how

exposure to social stress, through genetic mechanisms, may lead to long-term changes in the HPA axis

and negative affect.

RESULTS

Repeated social defeat alters pituitary gene expression

We have recently shown that social stress provoked by the resident-intruder stress paradigm in outbred

Sprague-Dawley rats (Figure 1A) is associated with submissive behavior or freeze, reduced weight gain,

prolonged hyper-locomotion, and persistent increase of IL-6 mRNA in lymphoid tissues (Jacobsen et al.,

2020; Rajalingam et al., 2020). Here, we expand the analyses of these animals to examine the pituitary ef-

fects of social stress.

RNA sequencing of pituitary tissues from Sprague-Dawley rats exposed to repeated social defeat versus

controls was performed. All samples were included in a principal component analysis (PCA) and—as ex-

pected for outbred animals—the plot demonstrated a spread of the individual gene expression, and

gene expression overlap in stress conditioned vs. control rats (Figure 1B, left). The main drivers of variance

in the PCA were the expression of the pituitary hormones; growth hormone, prolactin, and adrenocortico-

tropic hormone (Figure 1B, right).

However, by comparing gene expression in stress conditioned vs. control rats, we detected 300 differen-

tially expressed transcripts (DETs) (q% 0.05), where around two-third of the DETs were downregulated (Fig-

ure 1C). Ranked by fold-change (b-value), the top 5 upregulated DETs (all protein coding) were tRNA

splicing endonuclease subunit 34 (Tsen34), ankyrin 3 (Ank3), testis expressed 21 (Tex21), protein tyrosine

phosphatase, receptor type, R (Ptprr), and bridge-like lipid transfer protein family member 1 (Bltp1). Ranked

by fold-change (b-value), the top 5 downregulated DETs (all protein coding) were actin-related protein 2/3
complex, subunit 2 (Arpc2), neuronal cell adhesionmolecule (Nrcam), NPL4 homolog, ubiquitin recognition

factor (Nploc4), 30(2),-50-bisphosphate nucleotidase 2 (Bpnt2), and ribophorin II (Rpn2) (Figure 1D).
iScience 25, 104953, September 16, 2022 3
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According to NCBI genes summary for human and/or rat, Tsen34 enables removal of introns from precursor

tRNAs; Ank3 enables several functions like cadherin-binding activity, spectrin-binding activity, and trans-

membrane transporter-binding activity; Tex21 is not well described; Ptprr is predicted to enable activity

of protein kinases and tyrosine phosphatases; and Bltp1 is predicted to be involved in endocytic recycling.

Furthermore, Arpc2 enables binding activity of several complexes such as ATPase;Nrcam enables, among

other things, ankyrin binding activity; Nploc4 enables binding activity of ATPase, ubiquitin, and ubiquitin

protein ligase; Bpnt2 works in humans as a catalyzer in hydrolysis of phosphoadenonsine phosphate to

adenosine monophosphate; and Rpn2 enables ribosome-binding activity.

The top 20 DETs ranked by significance level (q-value) are shown in Figure 1E. All transcripts in this list were

protein coding. Notably, Arpc2,Nrcam, and Bpnt2 were top rated both by fold-change and by significance

level. List of all DETs can be found in Data S1.

Social stress-induced genes are involved in neuron morphogenesis and communication

To further explore the biological role of the DETs induced by repeated social defeat, we performed gene

enrichment analysis (Data S1; RNA-seq Metascape). The top 10 significantly enriched pathways and gene

ontology terms are shown (Figure 2A).

The Reactome pathway ‘‘Nervous system development’’ topped the list, followed by the Gene Ontology

terms ‘‘Protein localization to membrane’’ and ‘‘Neuron projection morphogenesis’’. This pathway and

these terms include processes involved in neuron morphogenesis and neuron communication, thus the

DETs in these processes could be important for translating the pituitary molecular stress response. By

further dissecting the Reactome pathway ‘‘Nervous system development’’, we found that most DETs (30/

31) could be mapped to the pathway ‘‘Axon Guidance’’, which describes the process by which neurons

send out axons to reach their synaptic target (Zang et al., 2021). As shown in the heatmap, the majority

of the upregulated DETs in this pathway code for ribosomal proteins (Figure 2B). Within the axon guidance

pathway, these proteins are involved in signaling by ROBO-receptors (Figure S1). Majority of the downre-

gulated DETs are in the axon guidance pathway, i.e., involved in L1cam interactions, Eph-ephrin, and Ret

signaling (Figue S1). Among the DETs involved in axon guidance, Ank3, Arpc2, and Nrcam and ribosomal

protein R36 (Rpl36) are also listed as top regulated DETs (Figures 1C, 1D and S2B).

Social stress induces pituitary epigenetic changes

Previous data show that social stressmay influenceHPA function in the rat through epigenetic programming

(McGowan et al., 2009). Thus, to depict an initial epigenetic pituitary stress response, we performed DNA

bisulfite sequencing, mapping genomic levels of 5-methylcyosine (5mC). Samples from five rats with a

robust stress response (lowweight increase) andfive even numbered controlswere included for this analysis.

Given a significance level of q < 0.01, we found 1005 differentially methylated regions (DMRs), (Figure 3A,

Data S1; 5mC). Most of the DMRs (60%) were intergenically located, while the remaining DMRs were map-

ped to introns (36%), exons (2%), and promoter regions (2%) (Figure 3B). Furthermore, gene enrichment

analysis (DMRs were linked to their closest located gene) was performed. Despite a low level of in-gene-

located DMRs, and low numbers of genes both showing altered methylation status and transcription levels

(Figure 3C), the significantly enriched gene ontology terms and pathways well resembled the RNA gene

enrichment analysis, involving processes related to neuronmorphogenesis and communication (Figure 3D).

In linewith this, the top three ranked terms ‘‘Cellmorphogenesis in differentiation’’, ‘‘transmembrane recep-

tor protein tyrosine kinase signaling pathway’’, and ‘‘chemical synaptic transmission’’ were indeed also

significantly enriched in the gene enrichment analysis including DETs (Data S1; Metascape comparisons).

Comparing the DETs and the DMRs enriched in the top ranked ‘‘Cell morphogenesis involved in differen-

tiation’’, genes showedboth alteredmethylation status andaltered transcription levels in response to stress;

amyloid beta precursor protein (App), dedicator of cytokinesis 7 (Dock7), kinesin family member 5C (Kif5c),

andNrcam (Figure 3E). According to NCBI genes summary, App encodes a cell surface receptor and trans-

membrane precursor protein that is cleaved by secretases to form a number of peptides. Dock7 encodes a

guanine nucleotide exchange factor that plays a role in axon formation and neuronal polarization. Kif5C is a

kinesin heavy chain subunit involved in the transport of cargo within the CNS.

Throughout all analyses performed, Nrcam was ubiquitous. Nrcam was among the top regulated tran-

scripts (Figures 1D and 1E), a part of the most significantly enriched gene ontology terms and pathways
4 iScience 25, 104953, September 16, 2022
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Figure 2. Stress regulated genes are involved in processes related to neuron morphogenesis and communication

(A) Top ten significantly enriched pathways and gene ontology terms by gene enrichment analysis. Analysis includes the

coding genes of differentially expressed transcripts (DETs) q % 0.05.

(B) 30 of 31 DETs linked to the Reactome pathway Nervous system development were further linked to the downstream

pathway axon guidance. The expression of these 30DETs is illustrated as a heatmap. Data are related to Figue S1 andData S1.
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(Figure 2B) and contained an CpG-rich area with significantly reduced levels of 5mC after stress (Figure 3C).

We therefore continued our study by investigating the significance of NRCAM in psychosocial stress in

humans.
iScience 25, 104953, September 16, 2022 5
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Figure 3. Social stress induces pituitary epigenetic changes

(A) Genomic mapping of 5-methylcytosine (5mC) by bisulfite sequencing detected 1005 differently methylated regions

(DMRs) in pituitary tissue of stressed (n = 5) vs control rats (n = 5).

(B) Circle diagram locating the differently methylated regions according to genomic function.

(C) List of genes found to be significantly regulated both by RNA sequencing and by bisulfite DNA sequencing (q < 0.05).

(D) Gene enrichment analysis on differently methylated regions based on the closest located gene. Top 10 pathways and

gene ontology terms are listed.

(E) DMRs and differentially expressed transcripts (DETs) linked to the GO pathway Cell morphogenesis involved in

differentiation (GO 0000904). Data are related to Data S1 and S2.
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A genetic variant of NRCAM associates with altered stress response in male humans

The ratNrcam gene is, in Ensembl (version 103: Feb 2021), listed by 14 different transcript variants. As illus-

trated in Figure 4, we found two regulated Nrcam transcripts in our dataset, one coding for a 1195 amino

acid peptide (transcript-1195) (q = 0.121, b-value = �0.245) and one coding for a 1304 amino acid peptide
6 iScience 25, 104953, September 16, 2022



Figure 4. The stress-induced demethylated region of ratNrcam aligns with a regulatory region of humanNRCAM

Illustration showing the two detected Nrcam transcripts, Nrcam-206 and Nrcam-208 (adapted from Ensembl genome

browser, version 103: Feb 2021 (Cunningham et al., 2022)). The significantly demethylated region of rat Nrcam is located

in the gene region corresponding to intron 1 (64,299,001-64,300,000). This region corresponds to a regulatory promoter

region of NRCAM in humans (108,454,284-108,455,283), located in intron 1. Located in intron 1 is also the human

haplotype rs2300043, rs2300045, and rs1034825.
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(transcript-1304) (q < 0.0001, b-value = �4.1). The region showing stress-induced downregulation of 5mC

was located at intron 1 of the transcript-1304 (chromosome 6, base pairs 64,299,001-64300000). By Ensembl

region comparison (Cunningham et al., 2022), we found that this region corresponded to a promoter area

in intron 1 in the human NRCAM gene (chromosome 7, base pair 108454284-108455283), also coding for

intron 1 of five NRCAM transcripts including a transcript coding for a 1304 amino acid peptide. Based

on the location of the observed methylation changes in the animal experiment, we addressed the role

of the equivalent regulatory DNA region in humans just in front of (below) base pair 108454284. This

area has previously been linked to regulation of gene expression (Ishiguro et al., 2006). Hence, the earlier

described three-nucleotide polymorphism haplotype, i.e., base pair location 108422651-108422794-

108443061, characterizing this region in intron 1 (Marui et al., 2009), (Figure 4) was therefore chosen for

further analyses.

NRCAM genotyping of a cohort consisting of 1205 employees aged 18–60 years, randomly drawn from The

Norwegian Central Employee Register, was performed. These employees filled out a questionnaire to

measure their experienced levels of workplace bullying and harassment, here in the form of abusive super-

vision and negative affect. To test the relevance of our Nrcam finding from the rodent model, we chose to

examine the influence of social stress and genetic variability of the humanNRCAM gene (intron 1) on nega-

tive affect as a parallel to the stress-induced behavioral changes seen in the rats.

Based on the frequency of alleles (Table 1 and Table 2, Tables S1 and S2), we studied the moderating

effect of two copies of the rs2300043G - rs2300045C - rs1034825T (GCT) NRCAM haplotype versus

other combinations on the association between abusive supervision and negative affect. A significant

Abusive supervision 3 GCT interaction was observed, indicating an increased vulnerability in GCT

males, but not in females (Table 3). A significant difference between men and women regarding the

effect of the haplotype was also revealed (Table S3). In summary, the results indicated vulnerability

toward more pronounced stress-induced negative affect in males carrying two copies of the GCT allele

(Figure 5).
iScience 25, 104953, September 16, 2022 7



Table 1. Top 3 alleles NRCAM haplotype

Allele Allele frequency

GCT 1110

CTC 853

GTT 258
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DISCUSSION

In the present study, we showed that social stress provoked by the resident-intruder stress paradigm

modulates pituitary gene expression and DNA methylation in rats. Furthermore, we found that many

stress-regulated genes were involved in neuron morphogenesis and communication. Throughout all ana-

lyses performed, theNrcam gene was ubiquitous and further genetic analyses in the human cohort demon-

strated that men carrying two copies of the NRCAM combination rs2300043G - rs2300045C - rs1034825T,

i.e., the haplotype (GCT), were more vulnerable to social stressors than other men. As mentioned above,

previous findings show that social stressors may disturb behavior (McGowan et al., 2009; Pich et al., 1993),

reduce weight gain, as well as promote inflammation (McKim et al., 2018; Rajalingam et al., 2020; Wohleb

et al., 2014). In the present study we extended these earlier analyses by examining global pituitary RNA

expression and epigenetic remodeling through DNA methylation.

Interestingly, about 70% of the inbredmice exposed to the resident-intruder paradigm show social avoidance

and physiological changes (and are therefore termed susceptible), whereas 30% do not (termed resilient)

(Golden et al., 2011). However, these vulnerable versus resilience profiles may not be that clear-cut in rats.

The difference between the data of mice and rats could be related to minor differences in the handling of

the animals and the resident-intruder protocol, and a suggestion for standardized protocol has recently

been published (Munshi et al., 2022). Anyhow, when we previously examined the SPD rats 24 h after the last

stress exposure to discover persistent effects on social behavior or weight gain, we did not observe any ‘‘resil-

ient’’ group based on social avoidance among the stress-exposed rats (Jacobsen et al., 2020; Rajalingamet al.,

2021), as might be expected if we had carried out the experiment in inbreed mice (Nasca et al., 2019).

Using the resident-intruder protocol of our lab, we have found that reduced weight gain is the most robust

response to stress in SPD rats (Jacobsen et al., 2020; Rajalingam et al., 2020). For this reason, weight gain

was used to define the responders in the present methylation analyses. In these analyses, the stress-

induced gene transcription and stress-induced genomic 5mC regulation showed only a weak overlap.

Hence, our data support previous studies demonstrating relatively low overlap between epigenetic histone

regulation and gene expression of the prefrontal cortex in mice exposed to social defeat (Reshetnikov

et al., 2021). However, digging deeper into the biological processes and pathways, an increased coherence

of our epigenetic and gene expression data was seen. Of top ten enriched gene ontology terms in the anal-

ysis including DMRs, five was also significantly enriched when analyzing DETs. Both the DETs and DMRs

were mostly related to biological pathways such as neurodevelopment, neuron morphogenesis, and

neuron communication.

The direction of pathway regulation, i.e., if a pathway is up- or downregulated, is not given by gene enrichment

analyses. Thus, we can by thismethod only estimate directions based on the expression levels of the individual

genes. For the pathway axon guidance, transcripts coding for genes involved in L1cam interactions, RET

signaling, and Eph-Ephrin signaling were mainly downregulated in stressed animals, while all ribosomal tran-

scripts linked to Robo receptor signaling were upregulated. Axons contain a pool of messenger RNAs, ribo-

somes for translation and molecules involved in degradation, and local translation of in growth cones and

axons is required for axon guidance (reviewed in (Russell and Bashaw, 2018)). Thus, increased number of ribo-

somal mRNA could also reflect less translation of these transcripts. In line with this, levels of Eif4g1, a transla-

tion initiation factor promoting ribosome binding to themRNA (Prevot et al., 2003), appeared to be decreased

in stressed animals. Over all, downregulation of the pathway axon guidance would be in line with previous

studies finding decreased number of axons in response to chronic stress (Csabai et al., 2018). Furthermore,

decreased expression of genes involved in cell-to-cell communication and neuronal synaptic plasticity has

also been observed in social defeat stress-induced depression (Bondar et al., 2018).

Interestingly, many of the genes in these networks have previously been linked to, rodent- and human,

stress-related conditions (Ank3 - (Luoni et al., 2016; Rangaraju et al., 2016), Cntn1 - (Li et al., 2021)). In
8 iScience 25, 104953, September 16, 2022



Table 2. Allele combination based on top 2 alleles

Allele combination Frequency

CTC/GCT 407

GCT/GCT 229

CTC/CTC 136
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the present study, however, we have chosen to emphasize the possible role of NRCAM in neurocognitive

function. Previous observations suggest that the NRCAM rs2300043/rs2300045/rs1034825 intron 1 haplo-

type could be a biomarker for autism (Marui et al., 2009). Moreover, the stress-induced demethylated re-

gion of rat Nrcam gene, aligned to intron 1 of the human NRCAM gene, also pointed to the rs2300043/

rs2300045/rs1034825 haplotype (base pair location 108422651-108422794-108443061). When investigating

the role of this haplotype, i.e., these SNPs covering the human intron 1, we discovered an association be-

tween abusive supervision and negative affect in men moderated by the GCT haplotype. Hence, it seems

reasonable to suggest that genetic variance in intron 1 just in front of (below) the hypomethylated area of

the NRCAM gene may be linked to stress-induced regulation of NRCAM.

Previous observations indicate that the NRCAM gene also affects drug-induced reward, and that genetic

variability of the gene may be associated with expression levels as well as substance abuse vulnerability

(Ishiguro et al., 2006). Also, data exist that NRCAM impacts the function of ADAM10 in neurite

outgrowth, which in turn may be important for neurodegenerative processes (Brummer et al., 2019).

Moreover, earlier findings have linked NRCAM (data of GWAS) to schizophrenia (Zhang et al., 2015).

Adding to this, our observations suggest that social stress (abusive supervision) and the genetic vari-

ability in the NRCAM (the GCT haplotype) interact, moderating the impact of environmental stress on

affect and emotions.

Taken together, the present study suggested that social stress, i.e., repeated social defeat, may influence

gene expression including NRCAM signaling in the pituitary. Also, our data showed that the association

between social stress in the form of abusive supervision and negative affect was stronger in men with

theNRCAMGCT haplotype. Hence, our study goes well with the notion that the genetic variability in intron

1 of the gene encodingNRCAMmay influence themechanisms underlying brain development (Marui et al.,

2009) and axon growth (Lustig et al., 1999).

Limitations of the study

How repeated social defeat affects the pituitary gene expression is not fully enlightened in the present

study. For example, the genes that respond to stress and the genes associated with stress sensitivity

may be different. Also, the present study does not directly address if hypomethylation close to the

NRCAM combination rs2300043G - rs2300045C - rs1034825T haplotype in intron 1 of the NRCAM gene

may inhibit expression of the transcript NRCAM-204. Hence, how changes in methylation influence the

transcript mechanisms and if this process interacts with genetic variability, i.e., in this case the nearest hap-

loblock, still need further examination.

Moreover, the resident-intruder stress paradigm used in the present study is in its design only applicable to

male rats or mice. This underscores the challenge with the fact that few pre-clinical models have been de-

signed to study females (Lopez and Bagot, 2021; Shansky, 2019). Hence, a limitation for the present study is

the use of a pre-clinical model designed for males only. Our present finding that the association between

abusive supervision and negative affect moderated by the NRCAM haplotype was only true for men, em-

phasizes the problem. We and others should for future studies plan for pre-clinical models validated for

both sexes.

Finally, few subjects reported high levels of abusive supervision (9.6% had a score of 0.8 or more).

These findingsmerit further examinations on how high levels of abusive supervision influences negative affect.

In summary, the present data suggest that social stress such as repeated social defeat may modulate pitu-

itary RNA expression and DNA methylation. Our findings also emerge the hypothesis that repeated social

defeat may trigger a genetic mechanism characterized by changed pituitary Nrcam gene expression.

Moreover, the present results show that the association between social stress and negative affect in
iScience 25, 104953, September 16, 2022 9



Table 3. Hierarchical regression analysis of the effect of abusive supervision on negative affect; main effects and two-way interaction (Abusive

supervisionxNRCAM haplotype) stratified by gender

Men Women

Coef Std. Err. p value 95% CI Coef Std. Err. p value 95% CI

Step 1

Main effects

Abusive supervision 0.254 0.046 0.000 (0.163, 0.345) 0.385 0.044 0.000 (0.297, 0.473)

NRCAM haplotype

GCT* �0.146 0.048 0.003 (-0.242, �0.050) 0.043 0.052 0.407 (-0.059, 0.147)

Step 2

Abusive supervision 0.540 0.112 0.000 (0.319, 0.760) 0.525 0.154 0.001 (0.221, 0.829)

NRCAM haplotype

GCT* 0.263 0.155 0.090 (-0.040, 0.568) 0.222 0.195 0.257 (-0.161, 0.606)

Two-way interaction

GCT* �0.342 0.122 0.005 (-0.584, �0.101) �0.153 0.161 0.344 (-0.470, 0.164)

Coef: coefficient, Std. Err.: SE CI: confidence interval, reference group: GCT/GCT haplotype, *: all other haplotype combinations. Bold numbers marks statistical

significant values.

Syntax STATA: Step 1: by Gender, sort: regress NegativeAffect AbusiveSupervision Haplotype.

Number of observations = 1184.
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humans is moderated, i.e., increased, by the NRCAM rs2300043G - rs2300045C - rs1034825T haplotype in

intron 1. We conclude that the expression of the Nrcam gene may be affected by social stress and that ge-

netic variability in NRCAM intron 1 region also influences stress-induced negative emotions.
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Materials availability
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Data and code availability
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key resources table.
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d Any addition information required to reanalyse the data reported in this paper is available from the lead

contact upon request
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Animals

Male Long Evans rats (age; 100-120 days, 500–550 g) housed with a female Long Evans rat (age; 50-56 days,

200–250 g) in a 0.56 m2 cage. Male Sprague–Dawley rats (age; 50-56 days, 300–400 g) housed in pairs. The

different strains (Long Evans rats from Envigo; USA and Sprague–Dawley rats from Janvier Labs; France)

were kept in separate rooms. All rats were acclimatized to a 12:12 h light-dark cycle, ventilation rate of

15 3 air per hour, 21–22�C and 45–55% humidity. At all times, the rats had ad libitum access to food

and water. Bedding was changed once a week. All animal procedures were approved by the Norwegian

Food Safety Authority and performed in conformity with laws and regulations controlling experiments

and procedures on live animals in Norway (FOTS-8212).
Human cohort

The data were based on a probability sample of 5000 employees (from 18 to 60 years) randomly drawn from

The Norwegian Central Employee Register collected by Statistics Norway (Jacobsen et al., 2018). Briefly, a

total of 1608 persons (32 %) returned the questionnaire (distributed by the Norwegian Postal Service in

2015). Samples with missing data were excluded and a total of 1179 persons (616 females and 563 males)

were included in the statistical analysis (Data S3). The survey was approved by the Regional Committee for

Medical Research for Eastern Norway (REK 2014/1725).
METHOD DETAILS

Resident-intruder paradigm

The first part of the present study was based on our previous work i.e., previously harvested pituitary tissues

from rats exposed to social stress induced by the resident-intruder stress paradigm (Rajalingam et al.,

2020). A resident-intruder paradigm, where Sprague–Dawley intruder rats were exposed to social stress

by dominant Long Evans resident rats; 1 h each day (between 09:00 and 13:00) for 7 consecutive days,

was used.

To ensure dominant behavior of Long Evan males i.e., the resident rats in the paradigm, a screening was

performed prior to the stress-conditioning week. Top ten aggressive rats were chosen based on the high-

est incidences of attacks over a period of 10 min.

First, the female rat was temporarily removed from the resident cage 1 h before the stress conditioning.

Next, the stress conditioning was performed by introducing the intruder animal into the resident cage.

The male resident and intruder rat were separated upon three episodes of social defeat (submissive supine

posture, freeze or flight), or after 10 min of interaction by a perforated plastic wall, allowing the intruder rat

to still see, smell and hear the resident rat. Finally, after 60 min in the resident cage, the intruder rat was

returned to its home cage, and the female rat was returned to the resident cage. The conditioning proced-

ure described above was repeated for 7 days (day 0-6, Figure 1A). To prevent habituation to the dominance

establishment with the resident rat, the intruder animals were introduced to a new resident animal every

day. The animals randomized to control followed the same procedure except that they visited a foreign

cage without a resident rat.
Tissue harvest

24 h after last stress exposure and following social interaction test and 1-h rest in their home cage, the

Sprague-Dawley intruder and control rats were euthanized by dislocation of the neck under isoflurane

anesthesia. The pituitary gland was harvested, frozen on liquid nitrogen and stored at �80�C.
RNA sequencing and processing

To explore the initial pituitary gene expression in 10 stressed rats versus 10 controls, total RNA was isolated

from the tissues (Qiagen AllPrep ID80224) and mRNA sequencing (Novogene Co., Ltd, China) were per-

formed. The mRNA sequencing raw files were trimmed with fastp (v0.20.0) (Chen et al., 2018) in paired-

end mode to remove adapters and low-quality reads with phred score below 30. Filtered reads were

then mapped to rat cDNA (Rnor_6.0, Ensembl release 99) (Howe et al., 2021) using Kallisto (v0.46.2) with

200 bootstrap iterations (Bray et al., 2016).
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Sleuth (v0.30.0) R package was used to obtain differentially expressed transcripts (DE-Ts) with Wald test,

including beta values being the effect size on the natural-log transformed data, an estimator of the fold

change (Pimentel et al., 2017). Gene enrichment analysis were performed by Metascape (Zhou et al.,

2019) and Reactome (Gillespie et al., 2022; Jassal et al., 2020), including DE-Ts q % 0.05.
Bisulfite (5mC) sequencing and processing

In attempt to depict an initial epigenetic pituitary stress response, we performed DNA isolation (Qiagen

Allprep) and bisulfite DNA sequencing (Novogene Co., Ltd, China), mapping pituitary genomic levels

of 5mC. The DNA were fragmented into 200-400bp using Covaris S220. Then, the terminal repairing,

A-ligation and methylation sequencing adapters ligation were performed with the DNA fragments. The

EZ DNA Methylation Gold Kit (Zymo Research, CA) was used to perform the bisulfite treatment, where

the unmethylated cytosines were changed into uracil while methylated cytosines remained unchanged.

Next, the treated DNA was amplified by PCR and sequenced. To analyze the bisulfite DNA sequencing

reads, 15 bases from the front, 10 bases from the tail, poly A/T/C/G tails, adapters and phred score below

30 of raw reads were trimmed off by fastp (v0.20.0) (Chen et al., 2018) in paired-end mode. Filtered reads

were mapped to rat genome (Rnor_6.0, Ensembl release 99) (Howe et al., 2021) and methylations were

called by Bismark (v0.22.3) (Krueger and Andrews, 2011). DMRs were obtained by methylKit (v1.14.2) R

package (Akalin et al., 2012). Samples from 5 rats with a robust stress response (defined by weight

gain < median weight gain) and 5 representative controls (even numbered controls) were then compared.

DE-Ts for samples used for bisulfite DNA sequencing (5 stressed vs 5 controls) are given in Data S2.
NRCAM genotyping

Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotyping was carried out using predesigned TaqMan SNP gen-

otyping assays (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA), for details see also (Jacobsen et al., 2018). In

accordance with the procedure in our earlier studies (Jacobsen et al., 2018; Rajalingam et al., 2019), an

ABI 79000HT sequence detection system was used. Negative controls were included in every run. Approx-

imately 10% of the samples were re-genotyped and the concordance rate was 100%. Phase v2.1.1 was used

to define the NRCAM haplotypes (Stephens et al., 2001).
Questionnaire

The respondents were asked to indicate if they experienced abusive supervision based on a 5-item version

of the Tepper’s 2000 scale. The response categories ranged from 0 to 4 (‘never’, ‘rarely’, ‘once in a while’,

‘quite often’ and ‘very often or always’) (Abdul Hamid et al., 2016; Tepper, 2000). (Cronbach’s alpha for

abusive supervision was 0.87.) In addition, the respondents were asked report experienced negative affect

measured by the Negative Affect Schedule (I-PANAS-SF) during the last two weeks (Thompson, 2007). The

response categories for negative affect ranged from 0 to 4 (‘not bothered,’ ‘a little bothered,’ ‘considerably

bothered’, ‘seriously bothered’). Additionally, the respondents reported on their age, sex and their heri-

tage. Heritage was reported by stating if their grandparents were born outside of Europe (yes or no).
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Association analyses

For the abusive supervision variable, a mean value was calculated from the 5-items in the questionnaire. Hap-

lotyping was based on the following SNPs; rs2300043, rs2300045 and rs1034825 - corresponding to the region

of interest. The haplotype combinationsweredichotomised into two copies of theGCTalleles vs all other com-

binations. Linear regression (stratified by gender, adjusted for age and heritage) was conducted to assess for

potential associations between abusive supervision and negative affect. In the analyses, the main effects

(without any interaction term) were assessed in step 1, whereas the two-way interactions (interaction term;

abusive supervision x haplotype) were provided in step 2. To assess for gender differences, a linear regression

including a three-way interaction (abusive supervision x haplotype x gender) was conducted (see Table S3).

A Chi square test calculator (available from http://quantpsy.org) was used to assess deviation from the

Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. No deviation from the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium for any of the SNPs.

All other statistical analyses were conducted using Stata SE 16.0 (StataCorp. 2019. Stata Statistical Soft-

ware: Release 16. College Station, TX: StataCorp LLC). Significance was accepted at the p < 0.05 level.
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